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MANAGING THE NEW GENERATION 

 
We’ve got 25,000 people at Apple….  And my job is to work with sort of the top 100 people, that’s what I 

do. . . . My #1 job here at Apple is to make sure that the top 100 people are A+ players. And everything else 

will take care of itself…. Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t be trapped 

by dogma—which is living with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of others’ 

opinions drown out your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and 

intuition. —Steve Jobs2 

 

Don't make the same decision twice. Spend time and thought to make a solid decision the first time so that 

you don't revisit the issue unnecessarily. If you're too willing to reopen issues, it interferes not only with 

your execution but also with your motivation to make a decision in the first place. After all, why bother 

deciding an issue if it isn't really decided?—Bill Gates3  

 

The principles of modern management can be traced back to ancient civilizations such as the 

ancient Indian, Chinese, Sumerian, Babylonian, Egyptian, Roman and Greek civilizations4. 

Therefore, it is pertinent to consider the teachings of ancient Indian scriptures like Vedas, 

Upanishads, Bhagavad Gita, Manu-Smriti, Arthashastra5, etc., in the practice of modern 

management6. 

 

Management is the process and the skill of dealing with things and people. Management consists 

of the interlocking functions of creating a plan with clear objectives and organizing, planning, 

controlling, and directing resources in order to achieve those objectives7; it requires innovation 

and includes developing an enduring and efficient team of workers to facilitate the efficient 

performance of high-quality work.  

 

The Vedic philosophy from approximately 5,000 to 10,000 years ago expected humans to abide 

by the rules of nature (the Dharma) and live in harmony with nature, as recorded in the books of 

knowledge (the Vedas), with an understanding that humanity was a tiny part of the world in a 

cosmic continuous cyclical timeline8. In Ardhasastra (~4th century BC), Kautilya advises that the 

essence of leadership is in its acceptance by the subjects, which depends on Nyaya (justice) and 

Dharma (ethics), or law and order-- the two pillars of the art of governance. He advises leaders 

to identify their personal deficiencies (atma doshas) and improve themselves and to study the 

shortcomings of their subordinates and take steps to improve upon them9.  This 4th century BC 

advice includes trust between the management and employees, but does not include layoffs and 

bankruptcies by which employers improve their profit margins.  
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According to Gallup, the current generation of new recruits (age group 18-35, the so-called 

Millennials) has less loyalty compared to previous generations10, because of their false hope that 

their leaders will be human, empathetic and trustworthy. They expect their personal lives to have 

weight and significance to the people they work for. They expect to be treated like human beings 

at work11.  

 

However, loyalty goes both ways and is the lowest of all times nowadays due to multinational 

companies’ prowling for cheap labor across the globe and beyond in this global economy. There 

was a time when employees who worked hard at their jobs and stayed loyal to a company were 

rewarded with job security, health benefits, and other perks. This bargain is an example of what 

was known as the norm of reciprocity. Such implicit contracts are violated in the corporate world 

on a daily basis. Workplaces not only fail to acknowledge past employee loyalty and 

contributions, but they also renege on what has been implicitly or explicitly promised, such as 

pensions and retiree health care12.  

 

A company is loyal to no one but itself, especially when it is public and there are investors and a 

board of directors holding the reins. It is part of why companies have no loyalty to their 

employees. They have to answer to investors and place their interests above all else, e.g., once a 

company declares bankruptcy, even the court’s job is to ensure that investors get every last 

possible dollar to offset their losses, ignoring the wellbeing of their employees in the process. To 

investors, layoffs make CEOs look like heroes13. In addition, contrary to commonsense, 

companies make room for more up-and-comers eager for their chance, hasten the flow of more 

top talent into the company by letting a stream of top performers go by establishing a strong 

talent flow, removing any impediments to that flow14.  

 

Although the idea of millennials living at home has gone from social stigma to social trend, even 

approaching social expectation15, about 53.5 million Millennials in 2015, a 3rd of American labor 

force16, are savvy with the new technologies such as smartphones17 and expect Utopia18. This age 

group of Millennials is the largest generation ever -- of 3.5 billion -- in the world19. Therefore, 

success of a manager in this global economy20 depends on their ability21 to embrace change 

(including new tech), be inclusive, market new ideas, inspire younger teams, seek and take 

feedback, and use the techniques of sandbagging22, stretching23, or a combination thereof, 

appropriately.     

 

Successful managers cope with this predicament by creating plans with clear goals and setting 

achievable performance expectations from individuals and teams allowing ample leeway and 

autonomy to achieve those goals. Good managers help their employees identify their greatest 
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strengths to use on the job, in addition to identifying and working on areas where they are 

deficient to improve their performance. There was about 22% to 40% chance of the workers 

actively disengaging24 from the job in workplaces where managers either focused on their 

deficiencies or ignored them. However, when a manager focused on an employee’s strengths, the 

chance of that employee actively disengaging from the job declined to less than 1%25.  Clarity of 

expectations is the most basic of employee needs and is vital to good performance26. Goals must 

be specific with clearly described expected outcomes, within a reasonable time-frame.  

 

Lofty unachievable (stretch) or trivial (sandbag) goals may demoralize workers27. Achieving 

goals and objectives makes everyone winners, including the shareholders who are looking for 

profit all the time.  Therefore, setting proper goals and managing expectations are essential for 

good management. A successful manager consistently chooses achievable good plans that stay 

above the performance levels of the competition, and motivates28 employees while meeting the 

expectations of shareholders, and avoids bad plans that are unachievably lofty or that fall below 

the competition.  

 

Unless there is a proper evaluation process, setting up goals29 is not going to result in the 

intended results or required course corrections to achieve the goals. Even the seating 

arrangement in a review session can be important. A manager’s job30 is not to make friends, but 

to be specific, clear, consistent and fair without being judgmental to facilitate the progress and 

development of each member of the team.  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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